
Two sets of alternatives for numerals

Theories of numerals that assume a basic ‘at least’ meaning for numerals (Horn 1972, a.o.)
typically come with the additional assumption that numbers form a Horn scale, that is, that
they automatically activate alternatives from a particular fixed set. This assumption is needed
to argue that the ‘exactly’ meaning arises as the result of a scalar reasoning process operating
on these alternatives.

Because they do not need to derive the ‘exactly’ meaning, theories of numerals that assume a
default ‘exactly’ (rather than ‘at least’) meaning for numerals do not need to posit that numerals
form a Horn scale with other numerals. On the other hand, a proponent of one such theory,
Kennedy (2014) argues that there are reasons to assume that they use as alternatives their
own comparative- and superlative-modified versions, this idea being facilitated in his story by
parallel meanings for unmodified and modified numerals, with the only difference between
them being in the kind of ordering they introduce.

While Kennedy-alternatives do seem to capture very straightforwardly the fact that superlative-
modified numerals introduce ignorance implicatures whereas unmodified and comparative-
modified numerals do not, in this talk we argue that a necessary patch to Kennedy’s theory
might need to involve Horn-alternatives too. Specifically, Kennedy’s meaning for superlative
modifiers does not capture the fact that they may also take as arguments things other than de-
grees. A solution to this problem would be to combine Kennedy’s meaning for bare numerals
with Krifka (1999)’s meaning for superlative modifiers. The latter, however, requires the as-
sumption that numbers do in some sense form a Horn scale. In the landscape of Kennedy’s story
this would most concretely translate into saying that numerals of type 〈d t, t〉 have Kennedy-
alternatives whereas numerals as values of the measure function # have Horn-alternatives.
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